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Communication
Communication is one of the most important skill and tool that you need to
successfully advance your career.This skill allowsyou to process and speak
about importantinformation regarding the company's operations and
deadlines. It requires you to ‘listen’ and note conversation’s you're engaging
in and empathise with your co-workers about the current situation. You may
need to demonstrate active listening and take notes about important points
and action items from this discussion.

You can communicate in person, on the phoneor through means like email
and socialmedia. Experience is the best way to develop this skill.

Management
Good management skills shows your ability to make quick and effective
decisions. These decisions can be about tasks you're working on or ones
related to your department. An employee that listens, emphasises the
importance of their tasks and produces an efficient solution that positions
them to achieve their goals is likely to move up the ranks of an organisation.

Problem-solving
Your problem-solving skills test your levels of patience and discipline in times
of adversity. You must immediately break down the potential sourceof the
problem to determinehow it can be resolved.The way you solve problemscan
build trust among you and the rest of your team andmotivate them to build
habits that lead to their resilience.

Organisation
Organisational skills reveal your aptitude for prioritising key tasks. It also
shows the process you take in filing important documents, so you can keep
track of when you need to access them. This way, you can teach others good
habits to aid them in becoming successful at work.



Technical
Your technical skills can be acquired from the experience you earn in the
classroom or through training. Be sure to research the skills you need to learn
so you can make thenecessary preparations to pursue your career path.

Learning
No matter which job you dream of, you should expectchange and be able to
adapt to various circumstances within the workplace. However, if you express
a passion for learning, you can leave a positive impression on your manager
and give them an idea on your professional development. Your passionfor
learning also shows that you're open-minded keen to broadenyour horizon.

Teamwork
A good motivated team that understands its objectives can lead to an
unbreakable bond amongstco-workers. Your relationships with your co-
workers can be a contributing factorin your successin your job. Teamwork is
also essentialfor creative teams that rely on communicating their ideas with
other members ofthe team.

Time management
Time management combined with organisational skillscan help you to
achieve your tasks in define deadlines.


